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VALEDICTORY ADDRESS 

BY SIR CLAUD SCHUSTER, PRESIDENT OF THE ALPINE CLUB 

Read before the Alpine Club, December Io, 1940 

N December 15, 188o, Charles Edward Mathews delivered 
a Valedictory Address at the close of his tenure of this 
chair. This began the custom, which has continued at 

triennial intervals for sixty years, whereby the outgoing President, 
in taking leave of the Club, pronounces his own obituary notice 
and endeavours to sum up the exploits of other people which 
have made his period of office, as he hopes, memorable. 

Mathews had the privilege to record an illustrious period. 
Edward Whymper had recently returned from his memorable 
explorations in the Andes. The great Alpine event of the year 
1878 had been Clinton Dent's triumph on the Great Dru. In 
1879 both Mummery and Penhall had ascended the Matterhorn 
from the Zmutt ; and earlier in the same season Charles and 
Lawrence Pilkington and Fred Gardiner had climbed La Meije 
without guides. In 188o Mummery crossed the Col du Lion. 
These events seemed to Mathews to close another chapter in the 
history of mountaineering. If to close a chapter necessarily 
involves the beginning of another, this observation was well 
justified. Mathews probably, indeed certainly, looked forward 
to a new and vigorous life for the Alpine Club, and the events 
which he recorded, and which I have brought again to memory, 
mark more truly the commencement than the end of an epoch. 
It is curious that he omitted to mention one climb which certainly 
as much as, and perhaps more than, those which he enumerated, 
was to set the fashion for the years to come. On July 15, in the 
last year of Mathews' Presidency, Mummery had followed up. 
his exploits on the Col du Lion and the Matterhorn by the ascent 
of the Grands Gharmoz. One year afterwards, it may be observed 
proleptically, he climbed the Grepon.· The old heroic Age of 
Gold '\vas indeed closed. The veterans for the most part still 
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lived, and many of them indeed were still in the full vigour of 
life ; for many years _to come Charles Edward Mathews was to 
continue his· partnership with Melchior Anderegg and was to 
add to his tale of triumphs on Mont Blanc ; for many years at 
successive Alpine Club dinners he was, from that epergne of 
figs and peaches, to repeat the old familiar jokes befor~ the old 
familiar faces. · For many years those who sat round the tables 
in the Whitehall rooms enjoying, for the sum of one guinea, in 
days ·when a golden pound was worth no more than twenty 
shillings,· more courses and more wine-glasses and more wines 
than seemed credible, used to see a joke or an epigram rise from 
somewhere in the centre of Clinton Dent's anatomy, ascend 
through his frame and his lean throat and issue triumphantly 
between his beard and his moustache. They were indeed a 
robust, a generous and an optimistic generation. Many of them 
wore beards, and some whiskers, but they w~re as dissimilar as 
possible from those weird pictures of the Victorian age which 
·modern novelists delight to paint. They formed the tradition 
of this Club. They disapproved slightly of modern practices 
when they were first initiated, and usually in the long run accepted 
them with acclamation. It is not only because when I first came 
into contact with them I was young and now am old, nor because 
they took from us all the first ascents in the Alps and most of 
the practicable variations, so that succeeding Presidents had 
comparatively little to talk about, that I regret 'their passing ; 
but we should be untrue to their memory if we did not carry on 
their firm belief in the future of the great sport or pastime, or 
whatever else you like to call it, which binds us together, and in 
the ever expanding future of this Club which they founded ·and 
directed for so many years. 

Mathews did not confine himself to a narrative of what had 
happened during the three years of his Presidency. He ranged 
backwards and forwards over the past history of the Club and 
over the times to come. Since his day it has become more the 
custom for the President to confine himself to a catalogue of three 
years' adventure and exploration. A good catalogue, like a good 
sewer, in Mr. Ruskin's opinion, is an entirely good and holy 
thing ; but obviously with a catalogue, unlike a sewer, part of its 
goodness must depend upon its diversity ; and circumstances, 
well known to you all, have, in the last three years, greatly 
straitened our field of adventure. 
. At the beginning of the period our interest was chiefly centred 
on Everest. The failure there of an expedition conceived on 
a new plan was a disappointment to us all. It was not due to any 
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lack of foresight, or lack of determination, or lack of skill, but to 
circumstances over which -even that young and vigorous party 
had no cont~ol. Among other Himalayan travels I must mention 
Mr. Wailer's expedition to Masherbrum in 1938, Mr. Tilman's 
climbs on his way back from Everest, Messrs. Vyvyan's and 
Campbell Secord's journey in the Western Karakoram, and the 
attempt on K2. of the American party led by Dr. Houston, a very 
notable exploit involving the~ ascent of the ridge which turned 
back the Duke of the Abruzzi's guides, and much really difficult 
climbing at a high altitude. Mr. Shipton's explorations resulted 
in very valuable additions to geographical knowledge. It may 
be that they have another importance and that they point the 
way to a time when interest may be_ centred somewhat more on 
orographical examination and survey work as a preliminary to 
assaults on the great mountain ranges themselves. Those 
labours required not only technical skill, but a supreme know
ledge of mountain craft, and we are as ready to congratulate him 
when he fills one blank on the map as if he had returned victorious 
from a successful attack on a great summit. It is noticeable that 
of the other journeyst which force themselves upon one's attention, 
the most notable are all beyond the Alps Mr. Scott Russell's 
expedition to Jan Mayen; Mr . . Binnie's month in ~ofoten; 
Mr. Bradford Washburn's visit to Mount St. Agnes, and Mr. 
Terris · Moore's visit to Mount Sanford ; Mr. Gunther's ascents 
among the Andes of Venezuela; and Mr. Colin Wyatt's journey 
on skis through Arctic Lapland to the North Cape. As to the 
Alps themselves, 1938 was marred by weather; 1939lay under the 
shadow of the catastrophe to come ; 1940 was passed in its grip. 

I turn to our literary output. . Perhaps because we nave been 
denied physical access both to our original playground and to 
those more distant slopes and ridges which now form a lure to 
more venturous spirits, the written and printed work of members 
of the Club has been unusually notable. Among much which 
is very good and which will form a permanent addition to Alpine 
literature, I have hesitated which I should name first ; and after 
hesitation I take Mr. Amery's book Days of Fresh Air, partly at 
least because the author, having now returned to office, and 
having, with the courage which we have always recognised in 
him, accepted an effice more arduous than any situation in which 
he has found himself in his Alpine career, might be regarded by 
us as an elder statesman, if it were not that his appearance and 
his audacity continually reminded us that he is only twenty-five. 

Then next comes Mr. Irving, whose ' daily teachers ' for a life
time have been the eternal hills, and who has now been released 
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from toil so that he might pass on to us all the instruction and 
delight which he has given for many years to Winchester school
boys. To have formed generation after generatiqn of moun
taineers, to have been the spiritual father of Mallory and of the 
present Editor of the ALPINE JouRNAL, these one would think 
were achievement enough for any man. Mr. Irving has shown 
us that he possesses and is able to impart a richer gift. 

Then .we have Mr. Smythe, whose output would be amazing if 
one did not remember how amazing also is his physical energy. 
He unites with an almost encyclopaedic experience of the Alps, 
and a well-founded skill in Himalayan travel and exploration, 
a keen eye for mountain beauty and a power to employ for its 
illustration the camera as well as the pen. But in the period 
under review he has not only recorded his own adventures for 
our pleasure but has also turned to serious Alpine history, and in 
his life df Edward Whymper has produced a book which will 
always find a place in the library of mountaineers. I should 
indeed be ungrateful if I did not mention Mr. C. F. Meade's 
Approach to the Hills, a book to be praised equally for its sound 
doctrine and its delightful literary style. · 

Space and time fail me. to expand fuy catalogue ; but I must 
find room to mention the republication of A. ·w. Moore's Alps 
in I864, and of the patient and successful labours of Dr. E. H. 
Stevens, its editor ; and I cannot leave unnoticed the name of 
Dr. J. Monroe Thorington. He would command a mention on 
his Alpine writings if they stood alone ; but we owe him another 
debt of gratitude. He has chosen this critical moment in our 
history to testify his sympathy with this country, and that not 
in words onty -bu:r in practical aeeas. He nas organfsoo lne 
construction of an ambulance in the United States for the use of 
.His Majesty's armies, and he has done his best a lesser thing 
but still dear to us all to contrive that the gift of the ambulance, 
which is by American members of the Alpine Club, should be 
associated with the name of the Club, an.d more particularly 
with the name of a. member and a President who is dear to us all, 
Captain J ... P. ~ Farrar. 
· Events which have circumscribed our activities out of doors 

have also, and perhaps fortunately, straitened our opportunities 
for satisfying our grosser appetites. In other words, we have 
only had one winter dinner during my term of office. Except 
that this has relieved. me from the embarrassment of delivering, 
and you from the tedium of hearing, two after-dinner speeches 
by and from myself, this is almost sheer loss~- It now forces 
upon me, or gives me the opportunity, as you like to put it, of 
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VALEDICTORY ADDRESS 5 
mentioning a few matters which are more suitable for an after
dinner speech than for a set paper. First we have to convey our 
somewhat belated congratulations to the Scottish Mountaineering 
Club who celebrated their jubilee in 1939, and the Swiss Alpine 
Club who celebrated the seventy-fifth anniversary of their founda
tion on October 23, 1938. We wish to each of these Clubs, each 
of which is dear to us, though for different r·easons and in different 
ways·, long life _and prosperity. We fear that they now have to 
face difficulties unforeseen by their founders. In particular 

. I wish to express to the Swiss Alpine Club our deep sympathy 
in the dangers which threaten them, their individual members, 
and it may even be the Free Republic in which they have their 
being. We are cut off from them and from it, but our hearts 
long ago were bound to Switzerland and to many of its inhabitants 
by ties that will endure with us until we die. Whatever the 
future may bring to that land or to ourselves, and though the 
physical eyes of some of us may never rest again on the mountains 
and valleys which we have come to think our home, the re
membrance will endure. 

In our own domestic circle these ye4'ars have been eventful. 
The hand of death, as was to be expected, has been heavy upon 
us. Forty-three members have died ; yet the Club's nuJ.Ilbers 
would have been maintained, for forty-nine have been elected, 
had it not been that causes arising directly or indirectly from the 
war had compelled forty-six members to resign. Of those whom 
we have lost through death, I must not now say anything. Their 
praises have been spoken in this room. , Their lives and deaths 
have been recorded in the JouRNAL. Their memory remains 
wiffi us. Unly I must remind tlie CIUD tnat among -tnem are 
two ex-Presidents Charles Bruce ,and John Withers. In their 
case our sense of bereavement is especially acute, for, as a result, 
there are now only twq ex-Presidents still living though there 
will shortly, I hope, be a third. We have taken care during the 
·last three years that the council of those who direct the activities 
of the Club shoulq be continually refreshed by the election to the 
Committee of some of the younger members. Age and experience, 
however, are also needed, and I do not remember any time when 
we have 'been so nearly deprived of the heip and advice of those 
who have formerly occupied this chair. 

We have sustained another loss, though this time happily not 
through death. Mr. Herbert has found it necessary to resign 
his office as Secretary. He was, as you know, during the past 
year holding on only because military service had claimed the 
member whom the Committee had designated to succeed him. 
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Mr. Herbert has now found that his continued tenure of office 
is incompatible with the duty which he owes to his country. 
We must all be glad that his most ~minenf talents are finding 
employment in a sphere wider perhaps and even more responsible 
than that open to the Secretary of this Club. At the same time 
any President who has served with Mr. Herbert as the Secretary 
must deeply regret his departure and must offer his sympathy 
to the next President. Mr. Bryan Donkin has heroically stepped 
into the breach. We are co~rnitting our fortunes to one who 
both by personal aptitude a.nd hereditary connection is certified 
to be in every resp~ct a worthy successor. The Club is already 
indebted to him for the readiness with which he accepted the · 
burden, and I must at the same time express the gratitude of the 
Club to the Climbers' Club who, in our exigency, h~ve allowed 
their Treasurer to become our Secretary. On one · point, at least, 
both the incoming President and the incoming Secretary are to 
be congratulated. They will have the service of a highly skilled 
and highly learned Assistant Secretary in the person of Mr. 
Oughton, to whose continual efforts for the good of the Club 
I am bound to bear testimony. These years have been for him 
specially strenuous. They have involved two partial evacuations 
and much disturbance of other kinds. Yet he remains unshaken 
though a ceiling falls, ·and ready to perform for Mr. Young and 
Mr. Donkin the same efficient service which he has placed at the 
disposal of many of their predecessors. And I must not forget 
to remind the Club of the faithful service of Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell, 
on whom ·an even greater discomfort and danger have descended. 

I have alluded briefly to that change in our constitution whereby 
a certain proportion of members of the Committee are necessarily 
chosen from among the younger members of the Club. We have 
had other constitutional changes, developing, as a living institution 
should, in accordance with the needs of the times in which we . 
live. The spirit of our ancient constitution remains unaffected, 
and it is a matter of congratulation that such modifications as the 
Club has thought fit to make have received unanimous support 
from all its members. I must mention also our experiment of 
two years ago in the shape of our Ladies Dinner. I believe 
that it was a success, and I hope that when happier times come 
it may be found possible to revive it. · 

And now I feel myself compelled to cast an eye into the future. 
Perhaps there never was a moment when prophecy was more 
hazardous. In the sixty years since Charles Edward Mathews 
read his paper there have been many changes in the outward 
aspect of mountaineering, and these could not _fail to have · their 
natural effects upon this Club. Guideless climbing, ski-ing, · 
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mountain railways, the enormous increase in the number of huts, 
the growth of luxury in mountain hotels followed by a complete 
reversal of that process the intrusion into the Alpine regions of 
vast hordes of young people of both sexes from continental 
nations and from classes which in the old days did not lift' up their 
eyes unto the hills, two wars and the poverty which has resulted 
or is resulting from them, all these differences in their varied 
degrees have most deeply affected the sport as it was ·when 
Mathews reviewed the situation in 188o. It is not much use to 
pause and ask whether each or every of these causes was ·good or 
bad in itself. It is sometimes said that history justifies itself, 
t4ough whether those who suffer ruin in its processes can be 
expected to accept the dogma with equanimity is another matter. 
We have to reckon with a situation in which the only mountains we 
can reach are those of our own land. It must almost necessarily 
follow that candidates for election to the Club during the next 
few years must be few in number if the quality of our standard 
is to be maintained ; and we must expect that when mountaineer
ing is resumed after the war, it will take forms which may be 
strange to us. Certainly climbing will be · guideless to an even . 
greater extent than in recent years. I do not wish to be under
stood as deprecating guideless climbing in itself ; undoubtedly, 
for those who are capable of it, the pleasure is enhanced when 
an ascent is accomplished without professional aid, and the 
educative effect in advanced skill and more intimate knowJedge 
of the mountains is greatly increased. ·Yet on the social side 
there is something to regret. For one brought up, as I was, in 
the company of guides, there is something pitiful in the thought 
that we shall never again see a row of men 1n fiffher clumsy 
garments and heavy beards sitting outside the · Monte Rosa 

· hotel. The ' Guides' List ' is made glorious .-by the names of 
And~regg and Almer and Lauener, of Simond and Devouassoud, 
of Carrel and Maquignaz, of Rey and Croux and Brocherel, 
of Burgener and Pollinger and Lochmatter and Knubel, of 
Gaspard and Turc and Blanc, of Siorpaes and Dimai and Inner
kofler, and of many another; and their part in the advance of 
the mountaineering art, in the education of mountaineers of 
every nationality, has laid us all, and especially the British, under 
an obligation whi<;h must . never be forgotten. Guides were 
sometimes difficult to manage. Sometimes they .. had other 
faults. Yet there were a "thousand compensations in the com
panionship of a man of a different race and a different class and 
a different education. He would be a dull fellow who having 
passed three weeks in the Alps with a couple of guides had not 
met with many humorous incidents, and, which is far more, 
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had not learned many things which were hitherto dark to him
and not only about mountains. 

This is the last opportunity which I shall have of preaching to 
the Alpine Club indeed, perhaps of preaching to anyone. 
There are, therefore, two pieces of advice which I should venture 
to give to those who will henceforth ~irect its policy and to the 
Club itself. First, I had hoped that my tenure of office might 
have been to some extent distinguished' by a strong effort to bind 
together more closely this Club and those other Clubs in which 
mountaineers in Scotland and different parts of England are 
banded together. In old days there were in this Club strong and 
distinct elements representing particular:, parts of the country, 
and especially the North. Scotland and Lancashire and West 
Yorkshire are no less interested in mountains than they were 
twenty or thirty years ago. Indeed, they are more deeply interested 
and produce an excellent crop who pass from their novitiates in 
their native hills to high skill and accomplishment there, and 
thence, when opportunity permits, to mountains beyond the seas. 
Naturally this Club cannot contain all those would-be moun
taineers, and naturally, therefore, in many districts there have 
sprung up, as we all know, excellent associations composed of 

·those in the locality whose chief interest, outside their work, lies 
among the hills. ·This process may work in one of two directions. 
It might result in a particularism which caused those true lovers 
of the mountains to limit their social activities· to their own 
localities and cut them off from the general body of British 
mountaineers, of whom this Club is the embodiment; or it 
might, on the other hand, while not endangering the ~xistence of 
trre-s~ ·locai- bodies, -provide u~s ·wtth· an ever.:growlng ·oody of 
recruits, bringing to us renewed youth and vigour, . different, 
perhaps even divergent, points of view, but helping to maintain 
that sound body of doctrine and that measured view of the 
place of mountaineering in life which has, in the main, marked 
this Club from its inception. Whether the ties between this, 
which must always be at least pr£mus -inter pares among the 
mountaineering Clubs not only of this country but of the world, 
and these local associations be close or loose, and whether their 
~xistence be helpful or harmful to us, must .rest in part with them ; 
but it must also rest in part with us. We do not command their 
allegiance. We cannot force their affection. We can at least 
take care tha~ in choosing our officers and in directing our policy, 
we take no step towards rendering those relations less friendly. 
What more we can do is a matter for further and future thought 
an:d counsel. 
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The other matter is perhaps more novel, and may appear to 
you less a function of this Club. It has been pointed out to me 
in recent years by one who has had much to do with the instruc-
tion of officers for our new Armies that the commissioned ranks 
will in the future be without what was until recently a most 
valuable element in their training. Mechanisation has deprived 
the officer of his horse, and without his horse he has lost the 
opportunity which hunting afforded of severe physical exercise 
associated with the acquisition of an eye for country. There is, 
I fear, no hope that either the cavalry or the infantry officer will 
get his charger back again. It occurred to the distinguished 
General who talked to me that a substitute might be found in 
mountaineering. Already officers of the Indian Army spend 
their leave in stalking in mountainous regions and often pass from 
stalking to what I may call pure mountaineering. It might be 
worth consideration whether this Club, perhaps in conjunction 
with the local Clubs, could devise some method of assisting 
subalterns to set their feet upon the right way. 

And now what remains ? Who can see clearly beyond this 
' confused noise and garments rolled in blood ' ? It is for old 
men to dream dreams and for young men to see visions. The 
dreams are easy and delightful, whether they be of ridges and 
pe~ks, high in the blue heaven, and deep green valleys bathed in 
golden sun or shaded in the innumerable colours of the morning, 
or, on the other hand, of fierce contests in wind and snow and 
rain ; of good fortune and of ill, mingling together to make in 
their contrast a perfect whole ; of friendships which cannot 
be severed by death, and of friends who live with us through 
what we have ·-nvea through together, more ·enduring because 
they are invisible to the physical eye ; of grosser pleasures food 
when we were hungry, dri;nk when we were thirsty, the crackle 
of the twigs on the hearth of the hut when we were cold, the 
shadow of a great rock when we had toiled in the heat of the day ; 
sunrise and sunset; ' all sweet things.' But for the vision, that 
remains for those who are to come hereafter to this chair. Only 
this m_uch is sure. _We hear rising through the conflict the cries, 
very often discordant, of those who promise a newer and a better 
world. We have in the past been told of a war which was fought 
to make the world safe for democracy· and to create a world fit for 
heroes to live in. I do not wish to speak in any despite of the 
aspirations of earnest and well-intentioned men and women. 
They have their visions. But the world can· never be safe, nor 
is it. for safety that we should aspire. We are no~ nor is the 
common kindly race of man, heroes, nor should their aspiration 
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be for a land, like some Mahommedan paradise, in which they 
should lie unmindful of mankind, of its labours, its disappoint
ments, its toil and its dangers. Mou-ntaineering is not life in the 
round, but it is a very fair emblem of life as it should be con
sidered and as it should be lived. To aspire to and to attempt 
great achievement and yet to set out on the adventure after 
forethought, with due care and with a due adjustment of ends to 
means ; to endure toil and fatigue, and to find the reward rather 
in the performance than in the accomplishment ; not to court 
danger for her own bright eyes, but not to shrink from her unduly 
when she bars the path ; and above all and in all to preserve 
a high serenity of mind. These surely are the distinguishing 
marks of a happy mountaineer, as of a happy warrior. Thus 
tempered and thus attuned, he can go on his way to whatever 
fate attends him. 

And for the Club, now well advanced in years, beyond indeed 
the span of life of an ordinary man, there is this to remember. 
We have heard much in recent years of old and decaying institu
tions and of old nations sunk in sloth as contrasted with the young 
and vigorous. Nations and institutions need never die while 
they can continually renew their youth as a mighty eagle, as the 
young fill their ranks and press on in their old spirit. It was 
apt enough that Tennyson's Ulysses should boast ·that though 
made weak by time aJ;ld fate; he and his companions were yet 
strong in will to strive, to seek, to find and not to yield. To those 
who through a hundred thousand perils are now come near to 
evening the cry of Dante's Ulysses still to seek the knowledge of 
the unpeopled world beyond the setting sun soqnds like a paean. 
But the metaphor· breaks down when it .is transfered· from the 
individual to the Club or to the nation. Countries and clubs 
are not impersonal abstractions, but collections .. of those who 
compose them or inherit their history. To them those who came 
before have transmitted, as· in our case, imperishable ·memories 
and indestructible traditions. While they hold fast by those 
memories and traditions, and yet allow them to be permeated 
and revivified by the continual struggle for the best, they grow 
not old and decayed, but stronger, tougher and more vigorous. 
' Past ruin'd Ilion H~len lives.' The bust survives the city. 
The spirit of man survives physical trials and misfortunes. It 
lives on, using its own achievement to inspire the young who filt 
the ranks, as the old fall by the wayside, and march on· to victory ; 
so that in the rough and desperate gorges of the Pindus, the 
Greek peasant still goes forward fired by the memory of Leonidas 
and of Miltiades . 
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